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“THE POSSIBILITIES
                                       ARE ENDLESS...”

JON BAKHSHI



Before and while attending New York University, through his work in nightlife, entertain-
ment, and marketing, Jon Bakhshi (widely known in the industry as simply “Jon B.”) earned 
a stellar reputation in New York’s highly competitive nightclub industry as an expert in op-
erations and marketing. Mr. Bakhshi established numerous successful and lucrative weekly 
events at Manhattan’s most prestigious venues, generating high-profile press and securing a 
spot for himself as one of nightlife’s premiere executives. In addition, Mr. Bakhshi currently 
consults for such high-profile and internationally relevant clients such as MGM,Bacardi, 
Evian, BMW, Southwest Airlines, Sephora, and LVMH orchestrating innovative marketing 
plans to expand the impact and profiles of the brands. Jon also expanded his entertainment 
and hospitality knowledge in forming working relationships with restaurateurs and manage-
ment such as Todd English, China Grill Management, and David Burke.  The opportunity to 
work with such world-class operators and chefs afforded Jon a new and unique insight into 
high-end cuisine venues.

After two highly successful nightclub enterprises, Home and Guest House, Jon ventured into 
the eco-responsible realm and Fall of 2008 ushered in the crown-jewel of Mr. Bakhshi’s spec-
tacular nightlife empire: Greenhouse. Greenhouse is the first eco-friendly, L.E.E.D. regis-
tered nightclub in the United States. Located in the ultra-hip SoHo section of Manhattan, 
Greenhouse is a bi-level VIP playground with such eco-sensitive aspects as wind-credit 
carbon offsetting for its energy use,  and construction with recycled or sustainable materials 
like bamboo and glass. Though less than a year old, Greenhouse has already hosted numer
ous star-studded events for the likes of Russell Simmons, LeBron James, Kim Kardashian, Ni-
colas Cage, and Meg Ryan. With a special focus on supporting events and charities that work 
toward the preservation of the Earth, Greenhouse has garnered enormous press attention, 
and Greenhouse has reinforced Mr. Bakhshi’s position as a leader and innovator in the night-
life industry in the United States.

The pre-launch, star-studded event for the Greenhouse concept took place at Paris' uber-
chic venue Le Baron during Fashion Week just prior to Greenhouse’s opening in New York. 
The event was hosted by supermodels Carmen Kass and Jessica Stam, with music provided 
by world-class DJ Jus-Ske. Notable celebrity attendees included Bruce Willis, Mary-Kate 
Olsen, Lily Cole, and Irina Lazareanu , as well as many other supermodels and members of 
the fashion industry. Greenhouse also brought its eco-friendly ideas to the Sundance Film 
Festival for the past three years, which featured the official premiere party for U2's highly 
regarded 3D film in just its first year at the Festival.

JON BAKHSHI



Greenhouse returned to the international scene at the 2008 Cannes Film Festival, when HSH 
Prince Albert II of Monaco hosted a star-studded event benefiting his ecologically-minded 
charity foundation. At the Toronto International Film Festival, that year Greenhouse hosted 
the likes of Benicio del Toro, Steven Soderbergh, Evangeline Lilly and Valentino. Most re-
cently, Greenhouse established a satellite location at the 2009 Sundance Film Festival which 
featured events such as the premiere party for "Brooklyn's Finest" starring Richard Gere and 
Wesley Snipes, ”Crude,” with Sting and Trudie Styler, and an IFC Breakfast with Steven So-
derbergh.

At the 2009 Cannes Film Festival, Greenhouse hosted a special evening for the stars of “Pre-
cious.” Lee Daniels, Mariah Carey, Lenny Kravitz and others came out to support the ac-
claimed film. While at TIFF that year, Greenhouse hosted celebrities such as Collin Farrell, 
Bono, Robert Duvall, Bill Murray, and Harvey Weinstein, further strengthening our position 
as “film-festival staple.”

Then, in the Fall of 2009 came the newest and most spectacular of Jon’s projects: Juliet 
Supper Club. An innovative blend of restaurant and late-night lounge, Juliet’s décor resem-
bles a Mediterranean palace, featuring brilliant gold-tiled floors and walls, custom-made 
royal blue and gold banquettes, and hand-crafted intricate iron workings encompassing the 
regal entranceway and stairs. Juliet’s Southern European menu has influences of the myste-
rious Middle East, with a menu designed by Mr. Bakhshi’s partner, celebrity chef Todd Eng-
lish. In just the first few weeks of being open, Juliet drew A-listers as Lady Gaga, the Black 
Eyed Peas, Ne-Yo, Rihanna, Jay-Z, Larry Mullen Jr., Oliver Stone, Josh Brolin, and many 
more.

Other celebrity patrons at Mr. Bakhshi’s venues have included Leonardo DiCaprio, Russell 
Simmons, Sean “Diddy” Combs, Brandy, Jay-Z, Stevie Nicks, Hugh Jackman, Ewan 
MacGregor, Rupert Grint, LeBron James, Josh Hartnett, Jodie Foster, Al Gore, Uma Thur-
man, Michael Moore, Miuccia Prada, Pierce Brosnan, Vanessa Williams, Kim Kardashian, Paris 
Hilton, Kevin Bacon, Kyra Sedgwick, Spike Lee, Nick Cannon, Colin Farrell, Bill Murray, Petra 
Nemcova, Mike Tyson, Giorgio Armani, Mariah Carey, Marc Jacobs, Gerard Butler and many, 
many others.

Jon’s upcoming projects include satellite Greenhouse nightclubs in the Gulfstream Casino 
complex in Miami, Florida (opening September 2010), Las Vegas, Nevada and at the Streets 
of Buckhead in Atlanta, Georgia.
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“When people come here to eat, the first thing
they say is ‘Wow, I can’t believe the food’s so
good.’ The menu has a lot of dishes that are
meant for sharing.”
 - Interview with Jon Bakhshi / AM New York





“If you are looking for a luxury nightclub complete with celebrity chef Todd English’s restau-
rant in New York City, Juliet Supperclub is the best choice.”

- Great Interior Design

“Juliet Supperclub … is the perfect venue, featuring a gorgeous interior design and a deli-
cious Mediterranean-inspired menu.”

- City Guide NY

 

“As of now, Juliet's the girl of 
the moment.”

- Black Book

“A combination of a restaurant and lounge, but not just the normal restaurant type, more 
like Playboy mansion meets Alice in Wonderland, from it’s mirrored walls and disco-ball 
tilled floor.”

- Limite Magazine
  

“Juliet Supperclub is a home run.”
- Black Book

“Juliet is an impressive coming-together of big names that keep popping-up in the restau-
rant and nightclub scene.”

- The Cool Hunter
 

“Juliet seems likely to be another strong player in this area.”
- Quintessentially



Chef and Restaurateur Todd English of 

famed eateries Olives, Figs, Beso, Bonfire 

and Tuscany has partnered with Jon B, 

owner of celebrity hotspots Greenhouse, 

Home and Guest House to create Juliet, a 

4,000-square-foot restaurant / lounge. 

Juliet’s features English’s signature Medi-

terraneanterranean cuisine with Middle Eastern influ-

ences.

Located at 539 West 21st Street in Manhat-

tan, Juliet will introduce “vibe dining,” a 

new restaurant experience that transcends 

the traditional night out, taking dinner 

beyond the food to encompass the atmo-

sphere and overall environment of the 

space. Incorporating the luxury and fantasy 

of Mediterranean Nights, Juliet is adorned 

with gold mirrored tiles, rich blue fabric 

banquettes, plush drapery and a unique 

layered, reflective ceiling. Adding to the 

décor, Juliet’s back bar features a painted 

mural by world-renowned artist CES. Pri-

vate dining and VIP rooms are available for 

parties up to 50 people, making Juliet an 

ideal destination for any special occasion.

JULIET SUPPERCLUB NEW YORK



English, who rose to fame with his critically 

acclaimed Interpretive Mediterranean fare, 

now expands his focus and pays homage to 

the cuisines, flavors and techniques of 

North Africa and the Middle East. Juliet’s 

menu is comprised of both small plates, 

meant for sharing, and enticing entrée se-

lectionslections for the table. The scent of freshly 

baked Za’atar Bread wafts through the 

dining room as guests sample the array of 

signature breads and spreads such as Lamb 

and Carrot Hummus, or Cucumber Cilantro 

Tzatziki. Vegetables are transformed into 

delectable Mezze salads such as Feta Fat-

toush and Tuna Tabouleh, and the custom 

designed wood burning oven cooks succu-

lent flatbreads and meats for the house sig-

nature Shawarmas and Skewers. Creative 

signature cocktails and a well-curated wine 

list round out diners’ bacchanal. Dinner is 

served daily from 5:30 to 11pm when the 

space flawlessly transforms from a high-end 

eatery to a chic lounge open until 4 AM. 

Featuring a state of the art sound system by 

Advanced Audio, Juliet provides a comfort-

ing yet trendy ambiance for diners and 

lounge patrons alike.

In addition to industry heavyweights Jon B 

and Todd English, Juliet is managed by an 

all- team including former partners of Nor-

wood and Mercer, as well as Lotus, Buddha 

Bar and The Double Seven.
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“ Welcome to the new green, Big Apple style.”
The New York Post

“The club … offers an excellent glimpse into the practical 
considerations that go into becoming green in a decidedly not 
so green industry.”

The New York Times

“one of the most talked about night clubs in recent histor“one of the most talked about night clubs in recent history.”
Agenda Magazine

 

“It’s the city’s first environmentally friendly nightclub, but 
Greenhouse still exudes a glitteringly seductive party vibe.”

AM New York 

“ one resource you’ll be compelled to reuse.”
TheExamineTheExaminer.com

 

“exudes environmental responsibility in its design and décor”
Market Watch 

“This is a new era. Eco-disco!!!”
Gotham
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The excess of New York City nightlife may not seem 

a natural fit for green building or environmental 

responsibility, but Jon Bakhshi and Antonio Di Oronzo,

the owner and architect, respectively, behind city hotspots

Home and Guesthouse, have proved otherwise with

Greenhouse, the first LEED registered nightlife 

destination in the U.S., and a veritable magnet for 

celebrities and party-goers with a conscience (or at least

those who want people to think they do). 

For the bi-level 6,000-square-foot Soho space, 

Di Oronzo, principal of bluarch, says he wanted to stay

away from the literal translation of re-creating a 

greenhouse and instead opted to bring the notion of 

landscape into the interiors. “The design concept was to

convey the dynamic richness of nature as a living 

system,” he says. Walls connect to the ceiling via a series

of laser-cut ribs forming a shelter within the space. “The

ribs are lined with series of six-inch round panels 

organized in a self-similar and recursive pattern 

generated through a fractal algorithm. One-third of these

panels are upholstered with eco-friendly vinyl, one-third

of them are clad in sustainable boxwood. The rest is 

lacquered and each disk houses an LED light point of 

0.8 watts,” he explains. The 2,500 light points take 

direction via computer from either music beats or video

signals to create a range of effects. “The resulting goal is

to offer the experiential opportunity of a ‘live’ landscape.”

The other design feat is the ceiling, which is 

By Tara Mastrelli
Photography by ADO

partyresponsibly
New York City welcomes a
higher state of consciousness 
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Below: Undulating waves of 5,000 dangling

crystals create the ceiling effect, one of the

architectural elements that define Greenhouse.
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comprised of 5,000 1.56-inch crystals, “representing a 

body of water about to project onto the ground,” says 

Di Oronzo. “The crystals are seemingly passively

appended, but slightly vibrate in the music and vividly

respond to the green lasers and the LED on the walls and

ceiling.” Low tables made of playful topiaries of animals

encased in glass and a glass-encased panorama bar 

showcasing natural scenes offset the architectural 

intensity of the walls and ceiling. 

Downstairs, due to an existing air conditioning duct

running throughout the length of the space Di Oronzo had

to be creative “I decided to create a series of light boxes

varying in profile, and clad in artificial leaves. Each 

section/light box has leaves of a different hue, and is 

backlit by RGB LED wall washers.”

And even though Greenhouse is the first nightclub to

go after LEED, Bakhshi hopes it isn’t the last. “Green 

living has become a way of life for many people and 

especially for New Yorkers,” he says. “We are proud to be

the first ones to create an event space that will merge

nightlife with positive steps towards addressing global

concerns, and hope that eventually others will be 

encouraged to follow in our footsteps.” hd

www.greenhouseusa.com; www.bluarch.com
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Greenhouse

New York City

Owner Jon Bakhshi

Architecture and Interior Design
Firm bluarch architecture +

interiors, New York City 

Architecture and Interior Design 
Project Team Antonio Di Oronzo,

principal; and Masashi Kobayashi 

and Angelina Kumal, design team

Contractor Metro Builders

Consultants Ryan Consulting Engineer

(MEP); FMO Consulting Engineer

(structural); and Natural Progression

(LEED consultant) 

Landscaping and Artificial Greenery
Plant Shed New York

Custom Furniture J&L Inc.

Sound System Advanced Audio

Technologies

Lighting Nova Vision 

GROUND FLOOR ROOM
Furniture and Upholstered Panel 
Fabric Maharam

Plumbing Fixtures and Accessories
Kohler

Flooring Plyboo

CELLAR ROOM
Furniture Fabric Maharam

Plumbing Fixtures and Accessories
Kohler

Flooring Plyboo

Left, from top: Banquette seating 

surrounds glass-enclosed topiaries 

masquerading as tables; small, round

panels are alternately covered and lit to

mimic a living wall. Opposite page, from
top: The ceiling and wall effects come to

life with lighting; the glass-enclosed

panorama bar.
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Greenhouse is the first eco-friendly night-

life destination. A bi-level 6,000 square 

foot nightclub, lounge, and event space 

built from recycled or recyclable materials, 

Greenhouse went the extra mile to receive 

L.E.E.D. registration, which is awarded by 

the United States Green Buildings Council 

forfor environmentally conscious construction 

and design.

Green living has become a way of life for 

many people and especially for New York-

ers,“ says Jon B, owner of Greenhouse. “We 

are proud to be the first ones to create an 

event space that will merge nightlife with 

positive steps towards addressing global 

concerns, and hope that eventually others 

willwill be encouraged to follow in our foot 

steps.”

new york



Greenhouse has already staged a number of 
high-profile events both in the United 
States, and internationally. With successful 
events executed by the Greenhouse brand 
at the Sundance Film Festival, Paris Fashion 
Week, The Cannes Film Festival, and the 
Toronto International Film Festival, Green-
househouse has generated enormous interest 
among celebrity clientele and globally rec-
ognized corporations and charities. These 
satellite events have had attendees such as 
U2, A1, AL Gore, Bruce Willis, HSH Prince 
Albert II of Monaco, Jodie Foster, Felicity 
Huffman, Mary-Kate Olsen, Colin Farrell, 
Micheal Keaton, Benicio Del Toro, Steven 
Soderbergh, and other celebrities of similar 
caliber.

Greenhouse is located at 150 Varick Street, 
in SoHo, and is designed to be a unique 
“green” experience. One of Greenhouse’s 
most spectacular attributes is the transpar-
ent ceiling fixture, comprised of over 5,000 
individually hung crystals, which is de-
signed to emulate a rolling landscape. The 
bars are clear recycled glass panorama de-
signs, which display lush natural scenes. 
With two floors and two separate sound sys-
tems, Greenhouse offers multiple VIP sec-
tions both upstairs and down, and a raised 
performance stage and backstage section.



Building on his highly successful nightclub in New York, Jon Bakhshi brings 
eco-friendly nightlife brand Greenhouse to Miami, Florida with the opening of 
a restaurant, lounge and nightclub venue. Located at the Village at Gulf-
stream Park, the first mixed-use development certified by the Florida Green 
Building Coalition, and adjacent to the Gulfstream Park racetrack and casino, 
Greenhouse will provide South Florida with a ‘green’ dining and nightlife des-
tination for trendsetters, A-list celebrities, and environmentally conscious 
tastemakers. The 2,300 sf ft ground floor restaurant will include a relaxing 
outdoor dining area and serve organic fare for lunch and dinner daily as well 
as a weekend brunch. It will also feature weekly live entertainment, promot-
ing a lounge-esque atmosphere in the evenings. Upstairs, the 7,000 sq ft 
nightclub will serve as the ultimate natural nightlife playground combining 
New York sophistication with South Florida flair.





















































FOR THE LAST TWO YEARS, GREENHOUSE HAS ORGANIZED 
EVENTS AT ONE OF THE MOST CELEBRATED TRADITIONAL AMER-
ICAN PASTIMES – THE FIRST JEWEL IN THE TRIPLE CROWN OF 
THOROUGHBRED RACING - THE KENTUCKY DERBY.  PARTNERING 
WITH PRIME LOUNGE,  LOUISVILLE’S MOST EXCLUSIVE NIGHT-
LIFE ARENA, GREENHOUSE HOSTED BACK-TO-BACK NIGHTS AND 
BROUGHT IN WORLD-FAMOUS TALENT LIKE DJ VICE AND DJ EYE 
TO ENTERTAIN THE CELEBRITY CROWD AT THEIR EVENTS.  IN 
CONJUNCTION WITH PLAYBOY ENTERTAINMENT, GREENHOUSE 
WAS THE HEADLINING PARTNER IN THE PRIVATE PLAYBOY VIP 
LOUNGE FOR THE DERBY IN 2010.  CELEBRITY SPOTTINGS AT 
GREENHOUSE’S DERBY EVENTS INCLUDED:  TERRELL OWENS, 
NICK LACHEY, MARIA MENOUNOS, KEVIN CONNOLLY, JOEY 
FATONE, BODE MILLER, VANESSA MINILLO, JAMIE PRESSLEY, 
DARREN SHARPERDARREN SHARPER, AND RAY LEWIS.



AMERICA’S MOST WATCHED GAME, THE SUPER BOWL, NEEDS NO INTRODUC-

TION.  GREENHOUSE JOINED AMERICA IN CELEBRATION OF OUR FAVORITE 

SPORTING EVENT WITH  MULTIPLE YEARS OF EVENTS, INCLUDING A PARTY IN 

MIAMI, IN PARTNERSHIP WITH ISLAND DEF JAM AND SHOWCASING A PERFOR-

MANCE BY THE UNPARALLELED LUDACRIS.  THE RED CARPET THERE GAR-

NERED THE LIKES OF SOLANGE KNOWLES AND TWILIGHT HEARTTHROB 

KELLAN LUTZ



NOT TO BE OUTDONE FOR THE SUMMER, GREENHOUSE EXPANDED ITS BRAND 
REACH EVEN FURTHER BY ORGANIZING A PARTNERSHIP WITH THE FAMOUS 
SOCIAL LIFE MAGAZINE MANSION IN THE CELEBRITY PLAYGROUND OF THE 
HAMPTONS.  WITH A JULY 4TH WEEKEND BASH SO EXCLUSIVE THAT WE CAN’T 
REVEAL THE CELEBRITY ATTENDANCE, THE DUO OF GREENHOUSE AND SOCIAL 
LIFE BEGAN TO MAKE THEIR COMBINED MARK ON THE HAMPTONS SCENE.  SUCH 
A SUCCESSFUL START LEAD TO A MULTI-YEAR PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN THE TWO 
THTHAT CONTINUES THROUGH THIS UPCOMING SUMMER AS WELL.

                                                AT THE

HAMPTONS



GREENHOUSE AT WINTER MUSIC CONFERENCE IN MIAMI, FLORIDA, HOSTED A NUMBER OF EVENTS, 
MOST NOTABLY AN EVENT AT THE SAGAMORE HOTEL.  PARTNERING WITH MIAMI’S FAMOUS DJ AND 
PROMOTIONAL TEAM, NO SUGAR ADDED, GREENHOUSE THREW AN EVENT FEATURING DJ SHARAM 
THAT BOASTED OVER 2,500 IN ATTENDANCE. IN ADDITION, GREENHOUSE HELD DAYTIME AND BRUNCH 
EVENTS DURING THE MUSIC CONFERENCE, INCLUDING AN EVENT WITH CARMEN ELECTRA AT THE 
HELM.  WINTER MUSIC CONFERENCE IS FAMOUS FOR UNITING, FOR JUST ONE TIME A YEAR, THE 
WORLD’S MOST REVERED HOUSE MUSIC DJS, INCLUDING DAVID GUETTA, PAUL OAKENFOLD, AND 
ERICK MORILLOERICK MORILLO.



NEW YEAR’S EVE CELEBRATION IN MIAMI:  GREENHOUSE BROUGHT NEW YORK CITY 
TO SOUTH BEACH WITH AN UNRIVALED NEW YEAR’S EVE BASH AT THE SAGAMORE 
HOTEL, FLYING DOWN NEW YORK’S BEST DJS AND THROWING A HUGE 2,000 GUEST 
EVENT HOSTED BY SHANNON ELIZABETH.   ROCKING SOUTH BEACH EARLY INTO NEW 
YEAR’S DAY, GREENHOUSE’S EVENT (IN PARTNERSHIP WITH LAS VEGAS’ ANGEL MUSIC 
GROUP) WAS RENOWNED TO BE ONE OF THE MOST SUCCESSFUL AND FUN PARTIES 
THAT RANG IN THE NEW YEAR IN FLORIDA.



Located in New York’s hottest nightclub neighborhood, 
Outer Chelsea, Home is a welcome addition.  High-
powered nightlife legend Jon B. launches what prom-
ises to be a place where New York’s elite will hang their 
hats.

The space, designed by Steve Lewis Design (Marquee, 
Butter, Spa), and Antonio Di Oronzo (Bluarch Architec-
ture and Interiors), is a powerful blend of comfort and 
style with a touch of smoldering decadence.  Red dyed 
wooden floors, tufted black leather ceilings and miles 
of plush couches are geared for the service and style 
expected by A-Listers.  Experienced management, cut-
ting edge design, location, location, location – a lot of 
reasons to come Home.

Home is frequented by many A-List celebrities includ-
ing Jessica Simpson, Nick Lachey, Fergie, Lindsay 
Lohan, Ashlee Simpson, Jessica Alba, Nicky Hilton, 
Scarlett Johansson, Derek Jeter, Tara Reid and Sarah 
Michelle Gellar.

Opening night DJ Mark Ronson set the tone for the 
downtown music mentality, which ties into the design-
ers’ rock-star meets jet setter concept. Cozy corners, 
a raucous dance area and lots of nooks and crannies 
where clubbies can chat up significant others make this 
a sure-fire addition to the booming nightclub society.  
Rotating DJ’s for Home include Erick LaPeau, DNice, DJ 
Soul,Soul, Reach, Eli Escobar, Riz, Ani Quinn, and Andy 
Brown.

Brought to you by the same owner as renowned New 
York City nightclub Home, Guest House is the latest 
hotspot to hit Manhattan’s nightlife scene.  Located 
next door to Home, Guest House boasts sexy décor de-
signed by Steve Lewis Design (Marquee, Butter, Spa), 
and Antonio Di Oronzo (Bluarch Architecture and Interi-
ors), and a similarly exclusive door policy as well as 
some of the hottest house music DJs in the world.  

Guest House, connected to Home by an interior hall-
way, features an ambience reminiscent of a mysterious 
Victorian parlor with dark woods, crème and chocolate 
Damask wall coverings, and deep wine colored hard-
wood floors. The main feature of the u-shaped room is 
a mahogany-stained wall with recessed candles that il-
luminate the entire room in sensuous amber light. Ex
posed brick, a copper-topped bar, and leather wall 
panels complete the coziness of this spacious venue.

Featured cocktails include the Dreamsicle, a heavenly 
blend of Grey Goose L’Orange, Grand Marnier, lemon 
juice and a splash of Champagne; Red Sapphires, a 
spicy mix of Bombay Saphire Gin, Triple Sec, lemon 
juice and Sloe Gin; and the Ten Grand, Tanqueray 10, 
Grand Marnier and lime juice.

GuestGuest House’s DJs, including Vanjee, Vivi-anne, Beh-
rouz and Exacta, ensure that this club will remain THE 
choice of A-list New Yorkers. With Guest House spinning 
high-energy house music, and Home playing pop, rock 
and hip-hop, partygoers have remarked that walking 
down the hallway from Guest House to Home is like a 
trip from lively Ibiza to chic New York City. 















Home Nightclub partnered up with Ameristar Casinos to open a spectacular outpost in St. 
Louis in December of 2007.  It remains still one of St. Louis’ most successful and popular 
venues.  Surpassing 25,000 square feet, this $30 million dollar project first opened its doors 
with a star-studded weekend featuring Paul Oakenfold, DJ Vice, Cisco Adler, Kim Kar-
dashian, and Wilmer Valderrama.  Located in the Ameristar Casino complex in St. Charles, 
Home St. Louis boasts a celebrity heavy crowd and huge profit margins.

HOME ST. LOUIS













        “THIS IS JUST                      

          THE BEGINNING....”
JON BAKHSHI




